GSS 147 LEAS ADVANCED RIFLE ASSEMBLY AND TUNING OF GAS OP RIFLES

A 5 day course designed to introduce the student to the design and function of the AR-15 rifle platform. Common problems, repair, and fine tuning of the rifles for both duty and competition use will be addressed. 1 unit

** POST Certified** California and Nevada

FIREFARMS

AR-15 or Clone

TOOLS

- Screwdrivers
- Assorted files (INCLUDING ONE 4” SMOOTH CUT WITH SAFE SIDE)
- 2 or 4 ounce ball peen hammer
- Pin punch sest
- Honing Stones
- Eze-Lap Diamond hone (fine) Brownells
- 1” Emory cloth strips (fine)
- Dummy rounds in calibers for your firearms
- Safety glasses
- Ear muffs or plugs
- Any other appropriate tools
- Breakfree lube and cleaner
- Magazines for guns you are working on
- Bench light (clamp on style)
- Padlock